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The NAC found Mellon guilty of conversion of $4300 (which in fact was her self-funded 

expense account), filing false expense accounts, causing the firm’s inaccurate books and records 

and failure to respond truthfully to requests for information. 

Mellon stands that all information was furnished, documentation supported the check’s status, 

accusations were based on management’s lack of knowledge, constant false promises, lack of 

supervision, ineptitude/lack of professionalism of assistants and, multiple false accusations, as 

documented by Mellon’s multiple expungements processes, at her expense(monetary, time and 

emotional/psychological). 

 The accurate summation of events, documented in FINRA hearing, include Tom Stuhlsatz’s 

(manager) constant harassment, failure to provide capable administration at branch level, false 

promises and commitment (Outback bowl included) and assistant Maraman’s destructive and 

conspiratorial behavior. 

Mellon, other than having a check returned (late- it was PAID- as documented on statement), is 

innocent. The FACTS and evidenced actions leading up to her dismissal 12/7/2016, tell the real 

story. Including a rather bizarre relationship between client involved in Outback bowl (Robin 

Lester (various last names including Koslowski), and Maraman at the now defunct firm, 

currently/last  known as JHS Capital.  

 The bank statements, the expenses pending that were to be filed by Maraman (quite 

disorganized and of the attitude that performing administrative asks were beneath him), the 

emails with Lester regarding the branch sponsorship, they do not lie. 

 The 6 years Mellon has dealt with unemployment in her field of expertise, the destruction of 

reputation and lifestyle, speak volumes. 

 I appeal the Finra decision and that of the NAC, respectfully. 

Nancy Kimball Mellon 

Nancy Mellon

 01/06/2023
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